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HelloPrint Group increases its investments in
Valencia and joins Startup Valencia to further
develop the ecosystem

The Dutch/Spanish technology group joins Startup Valencia's Corporate
Partner Program in order to encourage the internationalisation of the
valencian ecosystem.The group of companies has been operating from
Valencia for more than 8 years developing fast growing startups such as
HelloPrint, and weVLC,The group has currently over 200 employes from 38
countries and is expecting a revenue of around 75 million euros for the full
2022 year

Valencia, September 6, 2022.- HelloPrint, the Dutch/Spanish leading marketplace for

customised printed products and their connected companies, are joining Startup Valencia. The

group chose Valencia already 8 years ago as the main city in Europe to rapidly develop their

innovative services and develop new, innovative technology companies.

HelloPrint and their connected companies are becoming a new Corporate Partner of Startup

Valencia with the aim of connecting with the Valencian innovative scene and promoting it by

providing startups with tools and services that facilitate their internationalisation. This

collaboration will begin with the involvement of HelloPrint as an advisor in the hackathon The

Challenge of Valencia Digital Summit 2022, a reference technological event in the Valencian

Community that will be held from October 24 to 26 in the City of Arts and Sciences, where

HelloPrint and their connected companies will also exhibit its advanced solutions at a stand in

the expo area.

For Juan Luis Hortelano, President of Startup Valencia, "the addition of this new collaboration,

with a prestigious number of companies with an international presence such as HelloPrint,

reinforces Valencia's position as a world-class technological hub and enriches our ecosystem by

sharing its experience and business culture. ”.
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“We chose Valencia many years ago as our main hub for international and innovative

expansion”, says Hans Scheffer, CEO and Founder of HelloPrint. “Currently, our Valencia

operation is much bigger than our headquarters in The Netherland, which means that we are

massively increasing our growth ambitions in Valencia. For us, that always goes hand-in-hand

with helping the local ecosystem develop and paying back to the community that helps us grow. 

With the collaboration with Startup Valencia,  we are going to support startups going through

the same process that we have been years ago. Startup Valencia is the right partner to do so,

since they have the feet in the Valencian ecosystem ground and will allow us to advise and

mentor new companies with the same passion for internationalisation as we have.”

Internal ecosystem of entrepreneurship
The entrepreneurs behind HelloPrint have built a variety of companies in the last years with a

local presence in Valencia. Their largest is HelloPrint itself, the world's largest marketplace for

customised printed products. The technology firm has a presence in 21 countries through a

network of more than 221 local partners and is not owning any printing presses themselves.

Other remarkable startups from the group with the grounds in Valencia are weWow, which

provides first class customer experience to fast-growing international scale-ups; weVLC, which

is changing the co-living model for expats and young international mindset professionals who

want to live in sunny Valencia and have an unforgettable experience; and it's brand new

Labelnone, the performance marketing dark kitchen that delivers in-house trained and

developed marketing professionals to support other agencies growth. “We strongly believe in

the power of entrepreneurship, and we want to encourage people to become the best

entrepreneurial version of themselves”, says Hans Scheffer. “Therefore, we’re very pleased to

join Startup Valencia and do our fair share to help the Valencian ecosystem accelerate its

growth”. 

About StartupValencia
Startup Valencia is a private non-profit organisation that, since 2017, represents startups in the

Valencian Community and is a benchmark in the ecosystem of innovative and technological

companies.



The entity currently has more than 300 associates and with the collaboration of Jeff, GoHub

(Global Omnium), BStartup (Banco Sabadell) and Google for Startups as Global Partners;

Dekalabs, Wayra (Telefónica), Elewit (Red Eléctrica), Zeus Smart Vision Data, Plug and Play,

BigTranslation (BigBuy), Opentop Valenciaport Innovation Hub (Puerto de Valencia), HP and

HelloPrint as Corporate Partners; and Transparent Edge Services, Sales Layer, DWF-RCD,

SpeedOut, Damm, Aktion Legal, Fresh People, Voicemod, Sesame, Glovo, Zubi Labs,

GeeksHubs, Itera and OVHcloud as Partners.
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